
Personalize the way you pack with Travelpro’s® CREW™ 
VERSAPACK™ Max Carry-on Expandable Spinner, providing 
complete packing versatility thanks to a selection of exclusive 
Travelpro® Zip-In Organizers designed for the way you travel. It 
comes with a removable Zip-In Garment Organizer that can be 
replaced by one of four interchangeable Travelpro organizers 
(sold separately) to provide superior versatility. The bag also 
has a built-in USB port and dedicated exterior power bank 
pocket, exterior padded laptop pocket and removable TSA-
accepted toiletry bag that stores perfectly in the same-sized 
exterior pocket. MSRP: $480

Designed for comfort, the Dulles Bloom Adria 
from Artphere is a mini backpack with a handbag 
silhouette featuring both tote handle and streamlined 
backpack shoulder harness for stylish and functional 
portability. The exceptionally efficient zipper-less 
clam-shell opening makes it sleek and sophisticated 
while adding a luxe touch. The pebble finish of this 
beautiful Italian leather small-framed bag elevates 
what is a ubiquitous fashion accessory to classic 
wardrobe staple. MSRP: $480

From knomo’s Mayfair Collection comes the Sedley, 
pulling double duty as both a carry-on cabin-sized 
trolley and a squashy, portable tote. Featuring 
protective space within for up to a 15” laptop, plus 
easy-roll wheels and telescopic handle, this boarding 
tote, in water-resistant fabric, offers a stylish solution 
to last-minute travels, weekend trips – even the day-
to-day commute. MSRP: $299

BUSINESS
READY

Today’s business travelers want  
the case they carry to seamlessly support  

their on-the-go work environment.
By Kathy Witt

Photographs By Kerry Pittenger
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Demanding business travelers will appreciate Targus’ updated 
Corporate Traveler Collection, re-engineered with a shock-absorbing 

system on the base and sides of the laptop compartment for the 
thinnest and most advanced protection against impact. The 15.6” 

Corporate Traveler 4-Wheeled Roller piece is durable and sleek, with 
separate compartments for overnight and tech gear. The laptop 

section incorporates a handled sleeve that allows you to zip through 
security or keep your laptop out while you check your bag; and the 

waterproof compartment holds a toiletry bag designed to make 
security checkpoints a breeze. With a three-stage trolley handle and 

four durable spinner wheels, the case effortlessly moves through 
airports and up the stairs. MSRP: $174.99

Tortuga’s laptop-friendly Outbreaker Daypack in waterproof sailcloth 
packs flat in your carry-on for one-bag travel. Pull it out for any 

adventure – from sightseeing to working remotely from a cafe to 
exploring a new city on a drizzly day. It’s just the right size for a 

day’s worth of stuff, including electronics and a water bottle, and is 
a comfortable carry, with sweat-wicking padded straps. MSRP: $99

Rugged yet lightweight, Olympia USA’s Skyfall 19” Outdoor 
Daypack holds a laptop/tablet in a padded compartment and 

business essentials in a front zip pocket with organizer and dual side 
mesh pockets. An anti-theft zip pocket is tucked on the back and 
a retractable USB cord makes for hassle-free charging on the go. 

In navy, purple and red, the bag has a spacious main compartment 
and expands for additional packing capacity. MSRP: $140
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Aleon eliminates the need to lay a case on its side to hunt  
through belongings with its 21” Business Overnight Carry-on  
featuring a vertical opening. Simply unlock the standing case  
to access a padded removable business organizer that holds  
a laptop up to 17”, plus smartphone, files, tablet, wallet,  
passport and more. A built-in compression system and packing  
cube keeps clothing in place and prevents wrinkling. In aircraft  
grade aluminum, the case is lightweight and durable, featuring  
a resettable TSA-accepted combination lock and silent and smooth 360° spinner wheels. MSRP: $549

Meet Charlotte from ROYCE New York whose clean design aesthetic evokes an aura of elegance. Handcrafted with the very finest Saffiano leather, the elegant  
tote is a contemporary minimalist with multifunctional interior pockets, secure zip top and comfortable carry straps. MSRP: $370

The 20” Rolling Carry-on from Travelers Club Luggage has a 360° four-wheel system, push-button recessed locking trolley handle system and top carry handle 
for a second carry option. The case is made of 100% ABS and offers a fully lined front padded laptop pocket and a fully lined interior with compression strap and 
accessory pocket. Offered in a color palette of navy, rose gold, and black. MSRP: $220
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Traveler’s Choice’s Silverwood 19” Backpack in brushed polyester is fully loaded with padded laptop sleeve for a 17” 
laptop; front zippered pockets for easy access with a built-in organizer; an assortment of additional pockets, including 

a front zipper, elastic side mesh and large open pockets; and a luggage loop. In black, charcoal and navy, it has a 
padded top carry handle and shoulder straps and an air mesh padded back panel. MSRP: $120

An underseat-sized cabin bag designed to keep everything you need on board organized, accessible and protected 
throughout your travels, Thule’s Crossover 2 Boarding Bag has a slim profile, multiple carry options and electronics 
organization that includes an RFID-blocking pocket and PowerPocket cord management system for charging on the 

go. Deliberately functional and designed to last, the bag has clean lines, rich colors and subtle design elements, and 
transitions from dressy to casual and work to play while effortlessly complementing any style. MSRP: $149.95

Inspired by Mandarina Duck’s iconic 1984 Sistema 2037 range, the Sistema 2037 Small Backpack features black 
sports handles made from transparent plastic tubes that contain steel spirals. It offers functional inner organization with 
3D mesh and a smart sleeve so it can be stacked on wheeled luggage. Other features include customized zip pulls and 

a transparent silicone label with a yellow logo. MSRP: $250
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Made in Scully’s antique rugged lambskin, the business-ready Aero-Squadron features 
an outside zip organizer to accommodate business essentials, large roomy main 
zip compartment for laptop and rear zip compartment for tablet and business files/
documents. Additionally, the backpack has a top zip compartment for stowing computer 
cords, exterior side compartment for a water bottle and an exterior side zip pouch. 
Measuring 13” x 18” x 6”, it includes a sleeve to secure it on a telescopic luggage handle. 
MSRP: $345

For the “bare necessities” traveler, McKlein’s 15” Auburn Laptop Sleeve delivers. It is 
equipped with an exterior full-length document sleeve, pencil holders and accessory 
pockets, effectively eliminating the need for a backpack. In Nano Tech-Light nylon with 
leather trim, it is designed to be simple, lightweight and weatherproof – a laptop case that 
will protect your valuable laptop, no matter what. It is available in green, khaki, black and 
navy. MSRP: $80

Sandy neutrals with accents of pale pink come together to make Randa’s Tommy Bahama 
Royce Collection perfect for the feminine business traveler. With a large packing capacity 
and multiple pockets, the 20” Expandable Spinner Carry-on (MSRP: $165) organizes with 
panache. Paired with a deluxe 15” Laptop Tote ($100) that features a padded laptop 
compartment and multiple pockets, the collection provides peace of mind, assuring that 
electronics and other valuables are well organized and protected.

Please see the Buyer’s Guide on page 48 for a directory of  
the companies whose products are included in this feature.
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